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That plastic “table” that prevents your pizza from moving about in transit might be
practical—and, not to mention, absolutely adorable—but if you’re upsizing and piling on the
toppings, you’re going to need something more substantial.

Thankfully, pizza savers, as they are actually called, now have an extra size and extra pizzazz.
Advertising agency McCann Tel Aviv has dreamed up “the first pizza extendable table” to
secure even the most colossal of pies so they arrive safe and sound at your next dinner party.
The pie in this case is Domino’s Israel’s Pizza Extra, which is said to be “extra-large, extra
cheesy, and extra flavored.”

The mini piece of furniture was teased in July to promote the extra-large menu item, cleverly
illustrating its enormity without showing the product.
 
While this variation won’t arrive with your order, Domino’s promises that the usual size
will be sufficient to keep pizza slices intact. In tiny tables, we crust.
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